
NICE: It says a lot about Granit Xhaka’s playing style
that the Swiss midfielder mainly made headlines
against France because he twice had his shirt
r ipped, rather than for his performance itself .
Xhaka’s contribution may not have been eye-catch-
ing but he was the man who made Switzerland tick
as they dominated the French with an impressive 59
percent possession.

There is a cool elegance about the 23-year-old,
voted man of the match in his side’s first two Euro
2016 games, which is in stark contrast to the scurrying
Valon Behrami who plays alongside him in front of the
back four. Xhaka, who has helped Switzerland into the

European Championship last 16 for the first time
where they face Poland on yesterday, is unflappable
on the ball and the accuracy of his passing, even
when under pressure from two or three opponents, is
almost second to none.

He completed 292 passes in three group games, a
total beaten only by Germany’s Toni Kroos, and better
even than Spain’s Andres Iniesta. His accuracy rate of
92 percent is also one of the highest in the competi-
tion. Xhaka, who is joining Arsenal from Borussia
Moenchengladbach next season, does most of his work
inside the Swiss half, helping them play their way out
of defense. He is a player who gets moves going, rather

than providing the killer pass himself and his scoring
rate is not especially high with six goals in 46 appear-
ances for Switzerland and nine in 140 league appear-
ances over four seasons for Moenchengladbach.

A lot of his passes may go sideways or backwards
but they always go to a team mate in space and help
maintain Switzerland coach Vladimir Petkovic’s philos-
ophy of dominating possession against any opponent.
Xhaka compliments his unmatched distribution with
strong tackling and, for such an elegant player, he can
be surprisingly volatile with three red cards last season
for Gladbach, something he blamed on his tendency to
react to provocation. — Reuters

Cool hand Xhaka makes Swiss midfield tick

TOULOUSE: Russia’s forward Alexander Kokorin (top) tackles Wales’ forward Gareth Bale during the Euro 2016 group B
football match between Russia and Wales on June 20, 2016. — AFP

PARIS: The world’s most expensive
player, Gareth Bale of Wales, will face
an ageing goalkeeper looking for a
club in today’s intriguing all-British
showdown against fellow debutants
Northern Ireland for a place in the
quarter-finals of Euro 2016. Bale, who
has scored a goal in each game so far
to help Wales top their group ahead of
England, was expected to shine on the
pitches of France.

It is a different story for Michael
McGovern,  whose heroics in the
Northern Ireland goal have earned him
a comparison to the great Pat Jennings
by coach Martin O’Neill. While Bale, 26,
features prominently in the star-stud-
ded Real Madrid outfit, the 31-year-old
McGovern is a free agent whose con-
tract with struggling Scottish side
Hamilton Academical has just expired.
The two now hold the key to today’s
battle of the European championship
first-timers at Parc des Princes, which
Wales will start with an advantage after
their convincing displays in the group

stages showcased Bale’s pace, skills
and set-piece expertise.

Northern Ireland, making their first
appearance at a major tournament
since the 1982 World Cup, advanced as
one of the best third-placed teams, tak-
ing full advantage of the expanded 24-
team format which helped the less-fan-
cied sides win a moment in the sun.
They enjoyed that moment, showing
plenty of fighting spirit, helped by a
string of fine saves from McGovern,
who was instrumental in limiting the
damage in a 1-0 defeat by world cham-
pions Germany. “A few people didn’t
give us a chance of getting a point
when the draw was made,”  said
defender Gareth McAuley. “But that’s
what Northern Ireland are all about-
proving people wrong.”

Winning extraordinarily
It cannot be argued that Wales are

not highly dependent on Bale, the
world record 85 mil l ion pounds
($121.21 mil l ion) forward having
scored seven of their 11 goals in quali-

fying before hitting three more in the
opening phase of the tournament to
top the scorers’ table alongside Spain’s
Alvaro Morata. “At times, Bale has won
games extraordinarily,” said Wales
coach Chris Coleman. “I can under-
stand the one-man team tag if you
have a player like him who plays for
Real Madrid. He fits our style of play
and he enjoys it.”

Wales are likely to take the initiative
in today’s game with Northern Ireland
shutting up shop at the back to rely on
their trademark, counter-attacking tac-
tics. The winners will go on to meet
Hungary or Belgium in Lille. Whatever
happens today, both teams know they
can rely on some of the most passion-
ate fans in the tournament and there
should be plenty of color and noise in
the Parc des Princes stands.
“Geographically, we’re small, but if you
judge it on passion, we’re a continent”,
Coleman said in a statement that his
Northern Ireland counterpart could
also make his own. — Reuters

Expensive Bale faces free 
agent in all-British affair

Bundesliga intel
preps Swiss for
Poland clash

SAINT-ETIENNE: Experience forged in the German
league will help Switzerland’s Bundesliga stars when
they face Robert Lewandowski’s Poland in the last 16 at
Euro 2016 today. Switzerland and Poland have both
qualified for the knockout phase of a European
Championship finals for the first t ime. But Adam
Nawalka’s Poland have reason to be more optimistic
with four wins in their ten meetings, while the Swiss
have won just once. With 11 of the Swiss squad having
plied their trade in Germany’s top flight last season-
including Arsenal-bound Granit Xhaka-the Swiss know
what to expect at the Stade Geoffroy-Guichard.

The main threat to the Swiss goal comes not just from
Bayern Munich striker Lewandowski, but Borussia
Borussia Dortmund winger Jakub Blaszczykowski. His
goal off the bench sealed Poland’s 1-0 win over Ukraine
which confirmed their place in the last 16 as Group C
runners up behind Germany. Dortmund left-back Lukasz
Piszczek is always a threat with crosses from the left flank
for Ajax striker Arkadiusz Milik in the middle. “They’re
definitely a difficult opponent,” said Switzerland goal-
keeper Yann Sommer, who plays for Borussia
Moenchengladbach. “We all know Lewandowski from
the Bundesliga. 

It would be foolish to call Poland a one-man team
though. There are many other quality players in their
side.” The Swiss could have played Germany in Saint-
Etienne, but they face just as tough a challenge against
Poland. The Poles held the world champions to a goalless
draw in Paris in their group stage game. “They might not
be as big a name as Germany, but Poland proved how
strong they are when we drew 2-2 with them in Wroclaw
in November 2014,” said Switzerland’s Hoffenheim
defender Fabian Schaer. “Lewandowski is their biggest
player, but other members of their squad play for clubs in
some of the best leagues in Europe. “We respect them,
but we’re not scared.”

Lewandowski was the top scorer in Euro 2016 quali-
fiers with 13 goals and bagged 42 goals in all competi-
tions for Bayern last season. The 27-year-old has yet to
open his account at the finals in France and says the Swiss
will start as favorites to reach the quarter-finals. “The
Swiss are a very good team, one of the best in Europe,
and they are the favourites,” Lewandowski told Polish
news agency PAP. “But like any team they have their
weak points and I hope that we’ll be able to take advan-
tage of them.” 

Since their goalless draw against France on Sunday,
the Swiss have had two extra rest days to recover com-
pared to the Poles, who beat Ukraine 1-0 on Tuesday.
“Four days rest will be enough for us,” said Lewandowski.
“I feel this won’t make much of a difference.” The Swiss
have no injury concerns before Vladimir Petkovic’s side
head to Saint-Etienne. Poland’s main concern is injury to
goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny with Lukasz Fabianski
again set to deputise between the posts. — AFP 
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